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Shadow Films, Roadshow Films & RT Network Solutions

Launch The Trailer Of Parambrata Chattopadhyay’s

Directorial, Boudi Canteen

 

Kolkata, 7
th
 September, 2022: Shadow Films, RT Network Solutions & Roadshow

Films launched the trailer of their Durga Puja release, Boudi Canteen, directed

by Parambrata Chattopadhyay.

 

Boudi Canteen, which tells the heart-warming story of a homemaker pursuing her passion in

life that eventually turns out to be a lifeline for her family, stars Parambrata

Chattopadhyay, Shubhashree Ganguly, Anusua Majumdar, Soham Chakraborty & Arun

Banerjee in the lead roles.

 

Music Director, Joy Sarkar has composed the songs for this film. Srijato & Dipangshu

Acharya are the lyricists, The cinematographer of the movie is Tiyash Sen, The story is

by Aritra Sen and the editor is Sumit Chowdhury, the dialogues are by Ms Samragnee

Chakraborty Banerjee, Screenplay is jointly done by Samragnee Chakraborty Banerjee and

Soumyashree Ghosh, Rwiddharwita Khan is the Production Designer & Niranjan

Bhattacharya is the Art Director.

“Boudi Canteen is a light-hearted story about an aspiring woman entrepreneur and her

struggle to fulfil her passion. It was a pleasure for me to direct such an ensemble of talented

artists for the first time. Shubhashree here is a revelation while Soham is awesome. Joy

Sarkar’s music has perfectly blended with the storyline. Watch it to revel in the modern story

of following your dreams”, said Mr Parambrata Chattopadhyay.

 

The trailer launch, today, was attended by Parambrata Chattopadhyay, Shubhashree

Ganguly, Anusua Majumdar, Pushan Dasgupta, Joy Sarkar, Srijato, Aritra Sen etc.

 

Boudi Canteen narrates the story of Poulami, a young and involved housewife, who is an

ardent home chef. Alas, her talent is firmly denied by her mother-in-law, Surabhi, who

dismisses it as a common trait in most women. However, there comes a time when Poulami

becomes the production head of her own Food Business creating her fabulous range of dishes. 

The husband, being supportive of his wife's talents, agrees and the business floats. The couple,

though, were zipped up regarding giving the news to the matriarch in the household. The

business gradually booms. But the mother-in-law, Surabhi, gets to know about Poulami running

a food business and comes down heavily on her, which makes her leave the house. The story

then takes an interesting turn.

 

To know the rest, you will have to wait till 30
th
 September, 2022 when Boudi Canteen releases

across Multiplexes and Single Screens.
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